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Abstract— The growth of mobile phone users increasing in millions, as per as the user data and storage demands increases rapidly, the 
future of cloud need more attention to manage all the layers like network, service and whole infrastructure. The one of the important area 
where cloud need to focus is the security in all the layers. In this paper we have reviewed various issues related to securit y of data for 
mobile in cloud also discussed the various work ethics done for cloud to enhance the security.  
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1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     

 he growing field of cloud computing supply mobile users 
the ability to store data in the cloud Such as google Drive, 
Drop box etc. By using this application user can uploads 

their data and download their data from the cloud at any time. 
It simplifies the limited storage capacity problem of the user. 
As cloud storage facilitates the user but also increase certain 
risk to the security of their data because user have to surrend-
er the full control of their data. Most of the user uses mobile 
device which uses android application. Each data transferred 
using these types of apps which leads to solve the issue area of 
cloud Security in android. In reality cloud may not guarantee’s 
the data security and confidentiality of user private data.  
Generally, there are two ways to guarantee user not to be de-
stroyed: one is to encrypt user data by some popular algo-
rithm or standards in the user mobile terminal, the another 
way is to provide the safety of the storage devices in the cloud 
by all kinds of security mechanisms such as firewalls, virtual 
private networks , intrusion detection system and other securi-
ty policies and technical ways . But user trust himself only 
rather than service provider hence by encrypting the data be-
fore uploading in the cloud provides the security of data. 

2 LITERATURE SURVEY 

 
2.1 Cloud computing 
 

Cloud computing [1]-[2] is a model generally defined asthe 
clusters of scalable and virtualized resources likedistributed 

computers, storage, and system software etc. which makes use 

of internet to provide on demandservices to the user. Cloud 
Computing refers to both the applicationsdelivered as services 

over the Internet and thehardware and systems software in the 

datacenters thatprovide those services (Software as a Service - 

SaaS).The datacenter hardware and software is what we will-
call a Cloud. When a Cloud is made available in a payas-you-

go manner to the public, we call it a PublicCloud; the service 

being sold is utility Computing. 

 

Cloud computing [4]-[5], indeed, is a wide-ranging term that 

transmits hosted services over the Internet. These hosted ser-
vices are generally separated into three broad categories:  

 

1) Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) 
Also referred as Resource Clouds generally provide resources 

which are managed and can easily be scaled up, as services to a 

variety of users. They essentially supply superior virtualization 

capabilities. Consequently, diverse resources may be offered 
via a service line: Data and storage clouds have to offer a de-

pendable access to data of a potentially large size  

 

2) Platform as a Service (PaaS) 
It supplies computational resources via a platform upon which 

applications and services can be urbanized and hosted. In other 

way, it supplies all the needed resources to build an applica-
tion and service via the internet, without downloading or in-

stalling it.  

 

3) Software as a Service (SaaS) 
It is also referred to as Application or a Service Clouds. SaaS is 

the model which hosts the application as a service to its various 

cloud users via internet. The user utilizes the software. 

 
According to [6]-[7] the network architecture of cloud consist of 

user, Cloud service provider (CPA) and third party auditor 

(TPA).The users store his data to cloud storage servers through 
the use of cloud service provider. User need to get assure about 

storage of data .In case that users do not necessarily have the 

time, feasibility or resources to monitor their data, they can 

delegate the tasks to an optional trusted TPA of their respective 
choices out of the box without any integration or patching up 

with any infrastructure.  
 

T 
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Figure 1.Network Architecture of Cloud 

 

2.2. Security Issues 
 
The issues related to Cloud with advantages and disadvanta-

gesare [2]-[3]; 

 
1) Private Cloud 

 Most control over data and platform 

 Latent for multi-tenancy of business units to cause fulfil-

ment and defense risk  
 May not have convulsive abilities when added perfor-

mance or capacity is required. 

 

2) Public Cloud 
 Likely for better cost savings if infrastructure owned and 

controlled by public providers 

 Failure of control and data loss. 
 Possible for multi-tenancy with former organizations to 

reason security risk 

 Third party safety controls possibly not clear and may 

cause unidentified risks. 
 

3) Hybrid Cloud 

 Potential for difficulty to cause unfamiliar vulnerabilities 

and indefinite risks. 
 

Also there are many security challenges [4]-[5] with respect 

to service models SaaS, PaaS and IaaS like backup and storage, 
dataleakage, maliciousattack. Apart from service cloud frame-

work establishes the network which leads to security issues to 

solve like browser security, SQL injection, flooding attack, 

locks in etc. 
 

Also the study of authors Cong Wang, WenjingLou [8] and 

framework represented by Xiao Zhang and Lei-jieZeng [9] 

shows that the cost of maintaining a data center is increasing 
rapidly, especially for the medium data center. An economic 

choice is to use cloud computing and cloud storage instead of 

manage data center by itself. Small companies buy compute 
and storage service just like water and electronic. The difficulty 

is how to ensure their data safe in cloud storage. Cloud storage 

provider claims that they can protect the data, but no one be-
lieves them. The decentralized data storage by cloud is a big 

problem as the data of user placed in different places to get the 

backup mechanism succeed. But in real world if the data 

placed in number of centers then it increases the risk of data 
stolen. 

 
2.3. Various Mobile data security technics for Cloud 
 

1) Adaptive and dynamic data encryption method 
 

There are various technics available and the work is going on 

to enhance the security issues concerned with cloud data and 
mobile transmitted data, according to authors CAO Wanpeng 

and BI Wei2[10] works on adaptive and dynamic data encryp-

tion method to encrypt user data in the mobile phone before it 

is uploaded. In this method for each encryption by user mobile 
device the algorithm is adaptively and dynamically selected 

from the algorithm set which is already added in advance in 

the mobile phone encryption system. The method uses mobile 

phone hardware information and key selection module re-
sponsible to make a dynamic encryption key for data in mo-

bile. And further the modules responsible for dynamically and 

adaptively selecting the encryption algorithm from set of new 

high-performance encryption algorithm and generating the 
encryption key based on the output from the mobile phone 

hardware information and user personalization information 

collection module and the input pseudo-random number. 
 

2) Modern Encryption Standard (MES-I) version-I 
 

According to authors Somdip Dey and Asoke Nath[11]in 
present world we need a high security for transmitting any 

digital information from client to another client. Hence the Au-

thors proposes the new cryptographic method called as Mod-

ern Encryption Standard (MES-I) version-I. It is the amalgama-
tion of two different algorithms developed by Nath et al. name-

ly TTJSA and DJSA [14] in randomized fashion. The method is 

achieved by splitting the file which is to be encrypted and en-
crypting the split sections of the file in various ways using 

TTJSA and DJSA cipher methods. Further according to author 

there are two types of cryptography one is symmetric key and 

other is public key. And author proposes the symmetric key 
cryptography which is combination of above given methods. 

HereTTJSA [13] method is a combination of three distinct, me-

thods namely Generalized modified vernam cipher, MSA and 

NJJSA [13].This first method requires text key with rando-
mized number as input. 
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Table1.  
Comparison of execution time(in sec) 

 

File size TTSA DJSA MES-I 
1024 bytes 1 2 4 
2048 bytes 2 2 6 
4096 bytes 2 3 6 

 
 

3) Modern Encryption Standard (MES-II) version-II 
 

In the new proposed technic [12] Rahul sircar,Gunjansekhon 

and Asoke Nath strengthened previous MES-I[11] algorithm by 

using Modified generalized vernam cipher method with feed-

back called as MES-II[12] with different block size from left to 
right and after that entire content is divided into two files and 

then combine them by taking 2nd half first and the 1st block. The 

generalized modified vernam cipher method again applied 

from left to right with different block sizes.Here authors have 
modified the method using variable block size and variable 

key. After completion of encryption in forward direction then 

the entire file is divided in two parts and the two parts inter-
changed and again applied the modified vernam cipher me-

thod with feedback and new key.Author tested the given me-

thod, the result shows that the method is free from standard 

cryptography attack such as known plain text attack, brute 
force attack and differential attack. 

 

4) Location-Dependent Data Encryption 
 

According to [15]-[16],author proposed a technic called Loca-

tion-Dependent Data Encryption in which the mobile client 

transmits a target latitude/longitude coordinate for dataencryp-
tion to information server. Then, the serverencrypts the mes-

sage and sends the ciphertext back tothe mobile client. The 

client can only decrypt theciphertext when the coordinate ac-

quired form GPSreceiver matches with the target coordinate. 
The above technic uses TD(Tolerance Distance) to make accu-

rate coordinate matching because there is no guarantee that the 

target coordinate matches every time. 

 
5) Self-Encryption scheme 

 
Statistics [18]-[19] shows that 22% of PDA owners have lost 
their devices, and 81% of those lost devices had no protection. 

Even worse, 37% of PDAs have sensitive information on them, 

such as bank account information, corporate data, passwords, 

and more. For this reason, some companies do not allow em-
ployees to use PDAs or similar mobile devices to store com-

pany data hence there is need ofeffective protection of device 

sensitive data even if it is stolen or losses.Hence the author 

proposes a Self-Encryption scheme [18] for mobile data securi-
ty.In this scheme the sensitivedata is broken into two parts us-

ing our self-encryptionstream cipher scheme. The major part 

(Part A: ciphertext) isstored in the mobile device carried by the 

companyemployee, and the minor part (Part B: keystream + 
otherparameters) is protected in the secure server of thecom-

pany.Part A is encrypted using part B.When the userneeds to 

access the data; he or she has to input a correct PINto pass the 
authentication procedure. Then the server willsend part B to 

decrypt part A and merge them together torecover the original 

plaintext. When a mobile device is lost, at most the adversary 

can access the part A, from which it iscomputationally infeasi-
ble to get meaningful information. 

 

6) Multiservice authorization over Mobile Cloud 

 
Mr. Falesh M. Shelke, Prof. Pravin D. Soni[20] proposed the 

enhanced work on authentication strategy for Multiservice 

authorization overMobile Cloud in which both the user and the 
server verify each other's identity by means of token. First the 

registered user will request to Authentication server by logging 

in, after this user will get token, then the user will request for 

the service to server. It sends same ticket to the Service Server 
for accessing the service, service Server will check this ticket 

and grant the service if it matches. 

 

7) Homomorphic encryption 
 

According to [21] the top 74% challenges in cloud computing is 

security. There are many security issues in mobile cloud com-
puting like data ownership, privacy, data security and data 

segregation. Author proposes a scheme called Homomorphism 

which is an encryption schemes which allow computing with 

encrypted value without decrypting them. Because the data in 
a homomorphic encryption scheme retains the same structure, 

identical mathematical operations whether they are performed 

on encrypted or decrypted data will yield equivalent results. 

 
8) Attribute-based encryption mechanism 
 

According to authors Sebastian Zi ckau,Felix Beierle and Iwailo 
Denisow[22] recent headlines shows that the access to private 

information is often not sufficiently secured on the service lev-

el. Hence author presented a prototype which aims to use 

attribute-based meta-information to secure data on the level of 
files without relying on additional functionality of third-party 

services. A mobile device app is used to access and alter the 

Meta information. Attribute-based encryption mechanisms 

secure the private data and define access policies for friends 
and other users simultaneously. The author work on the 

attributes like ABE information, general Meta information, ap-

plication-specific Meta information, access history and file con-
tent. The system shows the client is an Android device which 

provides functionality of Master key, private key and also en-

cryption and decryption. Also as per performance evaluation 

the system works on mobile devices very well but not on Lap-
top or PC.The system can be accessed by anonymous user or 

authorized user but only authorized user can generate his own 

private key from Master key in his/her device. 
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2.4. Android devices and security 
 

M Tiwari and N Gupta [23] reviewed that Android has the 
biggest market share among all Smartphone operating system. 

Android is a Google operating system for mobile platforms 

with the basic functionality of system utilities, middleware in 
form of Virtual Machine (VM) and some core application like 

browser, dialer, calculator and some others as well. The large 

number of applications is available for user. But the user need 

trust full applications, which do not harm their privacy and 
security issues, so it is mandatory for every application to ask 

for permissions from the user during the time of installation. 

User has only two choices, either to grant all the required per-

missions and the application will be installed. And once the 
permissions are granted, Android does not provide any facility 

to revoke those permissions, unless the user uninstalls the ap-

plication. 
 

1) Android Inter Component Communication [27] 

 
 Activity: Provides GUI for interaction of user with the appli-

cation. Depends upon design, an application may consists of 

one or more activities, 
 Service: It is a background process that fetches data from the 

network,  
 Broadcast receiver: Receives broadcast announcements and 

response to them according to the situation.  
 Content provider: is a SQLite database, which supports the 

sharing and accessing of data among applications. 

 

2) Automatic backup and restore of data 

 
With respect to author P Nayadkar[24]-[25], there is need to 

make secured backup and restore of data on Android devices 

as every person uses it.Here author proposes the system which 

provide automatic backup and restore of data from mobile on-
line using AES 128 algorithm which is suited at the transmis-

sion level. The encrypted file is generated after backup. The 

system provides online backup and privacy of data in sche-
duled basis like daily, weekly or monthly. The system devel-

oped using Java eclipse and supports backup of bookmarks, 

contacts, call log, phonebook, SMS, images, videosetc. The au-

thor talks about various types of backup technics like Full 
backup, Incremental backup, Online backup and offline back-

up etc. Also as per survey by author it is easy to back up our 

contacts to Google account with Android phone. 

 
 

3) Four issues are in Android [28] 

 
• User must grant all permissions to install any application. 

• No way for restricting the granted permissions to an         

application. 

• As all permissions are based on install time checks, access to 
resources cannot be restricted based on dynamic con-

straints. 

• Hence the only way of revoking permissions are to uninstall 
the application. 

 

4) Android has two basic methods of security enforcement [26] 

 
Firstly, applications run as Linux processes with their own user 

IDs and thus are separated from each other. This way, vulnera-

bility in one application does not affect other applications. 

Since Android provides IPC mechanisms, which need to be 
secured, a second enforcement mechanism comes into play. 

Android implements a reference monitor to mediate access to 

application components based on permission. If an application 
tries to access another component, the end user must grant the 

appropriate permissions at installation time. Hence the Andro-

id provides more security than other mobile phone platforms. 

Different levels of data security for different users. It does also 
embody the concept of cloud computing on-demand services. 

3   CONCLUSION 

Cloud storage increases rapidly and future is to face the chal-
lenge of security of information over cloud. Hence we need to 

focus on the data of devices when it goes to cloud so that we 

can have the control on it.Android devices provides all security 
features, also millions of peoples using it.Hence we need work 

on security of data when android device comes to contact with 

cloud by means of transmission of data on it. 
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